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DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON (11/25/55)
A Good. Way

There's always a good way to go
One that will help you and not
Him. One that will fill your life
With Joy. So 't add Ken agood
of before it, s too late would it hurt
You to learn

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
A.N Angel!  ! ! ! !

I saw three angel
In my life they
In their own way
We're kind loving
Barring souls I love
Then are
Gone. One still is still
Here. And I still care for
Greatly. She means everything
To me, but, at last I can't
Tell her. For fear of her flying
Away. So keep this to my self
And no one will know.... Maybe
Jehovahbut no one else will
Know or care

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Above All Have Love!

When we look forward
We have a lot of things money.
Even a mate but we must
Make room for love. Love
For your mate, friends.
But most of all for GOD
For without him. There
Is nothing! ! ! ! a waste
Of good time. For love
And godly love run hand in hand. May we always remember
To put Jehovah God in the picture.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Another Day Went By!

These days have gone
By like seconds! Just one day
After another. Months like a
ng by. Can't keep
does it go. And since
Another day has die.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
As the sun sets. So ends another day
Times to settle down and Get really
For again another reflect what
We did. and going do but we rest
For awhile. And row.
So Farwell and good night! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
At Least We Met!

I wanted to meet you.
Gladly go as a far.
As it good to get there
Only to find, it wasnt right
Never should of gone. But in the end, I glad at least we met and I hold on to that forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Better. Times Are. Coming! ! ! !

We are living in hard times
But the. of
Better Better times no pain
Sickness heartache! Death will be
Gone, war, crimes. To
See our family. Better
Times are coming. All we. Have To Do
Is believe. Thank Jehovah and
His son Jesus Christ

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
By The Roadway

If you think of all we dont have
Pay phone  leaded gas letter writing
And what next banks store? All by the
Roadside like dinosaurs of
Our times are we getting too modern
Forgetting  the behind? Makes
You wonder doses it?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can We Share?

Can we share what we got here.? do you know this is all we got. so we treat like it not. we all on this ball. why do you want it all there is no race to take place. we all in the human race. so why can, t we share? like the air. all are brothers to one another. so why take what you don, t got? you can, t be, what you can, t see. so can, t we share. why do you care? we can, t take nothing with us came with the same. so i ask with just a little with nothing in the past! can we share. wha it the air.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can, T Do This Any More!

why are you knockin at my door .? we can, t this any more. why to you think this will be right. it was never tight. you said you love me. but in the end you walked away. so don, t think of tommorrow, don, t drown me in your sorrow. i won, t let you braek my hert. so don, even start just go away, don, t make the same mistake. i don, t want to stay with it. even though i could love you, just can, t do this any more. just leave me on the shore......................

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can, T Find The Sun.

i went down the road to have. some fun. and look around and there is no sun  i said to myself that a son of as gun. cn, t have no fn when you can, t the sun and it, s only a half past one. you can, t do anything without the sun. they don, t what to do. because no one can find the sun so i went home when the day is done.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can't You Hear The Thunder

When you're. With me, our hearts beats so loud. You can't hear the thunder when I'm near you ...for the love. SSo we always
Be this way.. All I ever want .......... is you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can't Always Be There!

I now you're alone, you don't
Know why happening, you're afraid.
I'll be there when I can.
Times are hard. but these times
Are not forever so right now we do
What we can. Be brave and remember
I always love you my dear

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Can't Do Nothing  Today

Can't do nothing today, since you went
Away  I was you would stay. But you
Had to go your way. leaving me to pay.
So what to you have to ng you
You to have a good day. it going be a
Bad day! since you went away!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Caring?

do you care? Or
is it you all
time! If you see
Someone in need.
Or do walk by!
do care about your
Fellow man. means
A lot. Do feel for other
Or yourself..think about it
It's up to you!
What will you do?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Carry On!

When everything break down, carry. when you feel like troubles flows like a river on you, carry on! When friends foret you, keep carry on your way! For these thing are for, nothing stay, better days will come! Have faith, hope that you will come out, better then ever. But till. Then carry on till the end!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Caus Me To See!

Cause me to see all
Your wisdom and beauty
You made us to see
Your wonders. You know I we
Need, but you give us more
May you be bless for all time
Even forever!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Clear Sky Ahead

We had our trouble sky starting
To breaking up the sky is
Getting brighter we be alright
If we hang on the sky will clear
So have no fear, better times are
Ahead. Hang on a little longer!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Clear Waters

As clear waters are your
Words the puffe!
ry are your
Words cleaned snow on mountain
Tops. may I hear
There in my heart and mind forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Climbing Mountains

As we go through life
There, different mountain
To climb some easy SME hard
While getting over the easy one
Are fine. The harder one builds
Endured make us stronger and
Built you faith in God and yourself
Noted that there's others that
. will help you on the way. always
Climb higher mountain. May you
Always bless by joy.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Close That Door

I try to go in, but you won't let me. you
Said we always be friends, I guess this is the end
So close that lock it. for I won, t
Be back again you made clear so you
Always be happy at rest.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Closing Of The Dah

At the end of a dah, go into night. We
try to find sleep. only to dreams
Take over. Leading us through the night
Maybe to find the light

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Coffeeboy

im call the coffee boy because i like coffee. the older i get the more i need this dark stuff. it will never get old. because the taste it just gett better and better so go ahead all me coffeeboy because that who i am

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Come Out From The Dark!

We all live in the dark
But do we stay there or
Do find reason to come
Out of the dark to we
Try to find the light
That we may see the true
Reason to live or are we
Happy in darkness? That
Up to you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Come Walk With Me!

Come walk with mee.
Be by my side, the
Walk will be not be
Be easy and the road
Is long, but together
The trip will be worth
What ever lies ahead
So please, walk with me!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Could I Done More!

Sometimes in life, we ask. Could. Done8 more. did I do all I could. Was there something I could, should have. I sometimes look back do see what I, ve done. We can, t do that. We have all miss the mark somehow in this life we have to stop chewing on yourself. The only thing we can do is look ahead. Hoping we did enough. GOD will help us. Only if we pray and ask. But still. We ask could we have done more

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Could You Help Me!

Could you help me a hand
I'm not sure where to go been there before
Walking though the pathway. So
Give a hand, let me know care. Don't
Know why you you can if you want do.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Could You Help! ! ! !

Is there a place in your heart
To help me. three small words
That means a lot!What does
It mean to you. if you hear me
.would you help, Or would you
Walk by. It up to you. Please
Help me! It your choice!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Crying Is Good For The Soul.

There are dose who do
Not cry, But why
It goodfor the soul
It take away the
Hurt, , the pain inside
You
The bad feeling you
Had. Clears you sprit
Like rain on a hot day
It you feel like crying go ahead
For, crying is good for the soul.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dark Days

It's a dark day before a Storm
Rain, wind blowing. Road block
Off alone. Not knowing what will
Happen tomorrow. But whatever happen
But having faith in Jehovah. We will
Make it.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Did You Know?

Did you know how much I care about you
? Did you know I love you. it a little
Late now. Things got mess up I wasn't there
! like I should of. But for the record I did care
About you greatly and I always will. so rest well. hope
To see one day!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dine On Life

You might think this is funny. How dine on life, think about dine on life. Enjoy it, every bit. Down to the last bit. Enjoy the beautiful of live. Good time one may there are many things to like but ready to share. Be ready to share. Remember life will go on! But will you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dinner For Two

A young mother and son
Quietly having dinner
The mother talking to
Him about day and telling
Him how much she love him
and sitting there smiling
Knowing she will always
Be there for him and one day
He will be there for her.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Do You Have Hope?

Do you have? Can you walk against the tide? When everyone thinks you, re
Wrong! Can you, will you stand for right? Time will tell. not
Alone for GOD your God walks with you! Jehovah blessed you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Do You Like The One You Love

Do you like the one you love
Before you love someone you
Should like them, friendship
Becomes love anyone does it
The other way harm a broken
Heart

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Doing Fine

Doing fin's, haven, t a a dime. I can, t
Go back in I be good in the hood.
But I, m doing fine wishes I more but it
won, t get me to shore so wasn't sure.
Till I met you. now I can say I, m doin
Fine down he line.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don, T Tell Me What To Do!

don, t you tell what to do. i won, t be some kind of fool. i do well gettin over you. so i won, t have to go back to school , i know you don, t love honey, becase i have
don, t any money. so i won, t have be this funny. so don, t you tell what to do and won, t be in love with you iand won, t have tio the do.
and i don, t have be so sunny. si i won, t have to go back to school

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dont' Get Too Closes

Being with someone. some one to talk and
Just be with. it cases show that can't be
Too much baggage too much maintances. so I live
Alone to bear the loneness so don't get to close
For I'm doom to be alone

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Say Good By!

Don't. Say goodbye... till we meet again, seeing you leave broke my heart
And I don't what to do wishing we could turn back the hands of time. but what.
good would, that do, a heart break is still a. Still a. Heart break so. Help me see
what We have done was good. But don't say. Good by!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dont Askwhy!

Don, t ask why, just
Try.. You just try to
Get by. You want everything
You see but you won, t get out
And do for others. So dont ask why
When every one leave you behind.....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Forget Our Friendship! ! ! !

Don't forget our being
friends when, we talk
Laughing as we walk along.
Telling stories of long ago
Remember me as you look outside
Watch t.v. Above all,
Don't forget our friendship...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Give In!

When things get hard! Don't give ... when there no light
Don't give in... life is not easy for any one
It a rough and tough road for everyone but there it is!
So don't give up or give in!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Go Beyond This Point

You came in my life with love
You let me in your life as
Long as I don't go beyond this point
Not to look too deep you was afraid of
Getting hurt. But year yours ears are
Not founded for I couldn't hurt you
So leave your here at this point.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Go Beyond This To Point

You came in my life with love
You let me in your life as
Long as I don't go beyond this point
Not to look too deep you was afraid of
Getting hurt. But leave yoursfears are
Not founded for I couldnt but you
Hurt leave your fears at this point

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Hate Just Love Me

When I see your eyes
Wonder why they're cold inside
You used to love me at one
Time. So why do you hate me
Now. I ask j just love don't hate please
Donny. Hate me ok just love me! Please

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Judge Me! !

Please don't judge me!
For you know not the way
I walk. I been down many paths
Not all of them good. I tried
To keep my ways straight, but
Some point I fail remember
Where I going to or been!
If I hurt you! I'm sorry
Net no harm. I only asked
That you do not judge me

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Look Too Close.

When we look at one another
We see what we want to see
The flowers. the sun set
A beautiful woman. but
Don't look too close or
You see more than you want
Do. Like the beautiful woman
Aged. a flower fading too
all you want
But, don't look too closely! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Look. Back!

We must not look back. For there
Nothing back there memory will
Fade away. the prize is ahead of
Us. even with Lot Jehovah tord
Him to look forward. But remember
His wife! ! ! She lost her life
Remember keep looking
Prize is worth anything we lost...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Tell Me You Love Me!

Don, g tell me you love me or
You even care. For you don, g
know the word. Get your way
Though life. Do you care about
Anybody? Or is it? A game!
Only you can answer me. Do
You want do!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Use The L Word!

If you can't love some
One don't use it for
The I word means something
It means you care, it means
You want to be there forever
But if you can't love, if it
Not for you. Please don't uses
It.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't Worry about Me

When I see your eyes
I see the worry. please
Don't! When we went our
Ways, I told you, I'm fine!
I didn't think this would happened.
But I fine! Don't worry or feel so
for the best.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't You Want To Go Out Tonight

Don't you want go out tonight?
Why do you want to fight? What
Have I done? ?You always bring
My past don't you know, , that over
And done. What have you done?
Why can't we have some fun,
So let it go. let go out
Into to night! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Don't spend All My Love In One Place.

You have love for some time
You may keep it, safe. Don't
Spend it all in one place. Leave
Some for later. It will keep
My love is always your. Foreve

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Doorsways To Dreams

When we sleep, what doorway will
Open. where will that way go
Will it led to a peaceful way
Or will be unwilling to go and
Hard to get out. Whatever it leads
remember it just a dream it will
Not lasts. sweet dreams ya, ll

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dream About Forever

Dream about living without a
Limit plant a tree and see it through
It life Spam and it takes 2000 yes
Long having a mate and seeing
Your great great great great grand
Kids and look only 33 yrs old. Yes dream
Of days to come

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dreaming Of Things To Come

I'm in night darkest
Dreaming of peaces.
Too peace never seen
Before now. No wars
No sickness and death
Getting along with
Everyone.
That the world for me
Some day. It will come.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Dreams

As you sleep you go in another world one that you can. Sing, dance see your love ones. A place to remember the past. Figure out the days ahead
As long as you remember it all a dream or is it?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Empty Floor

As we see the empty floor we're reminder good Tims once and to the minds of friends we had all have gone ... it will. Be again one day. So let us remind the good times empty floors

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Every Day Life!

In the world we one
Busy in their live. Trying
To their best... hoping to get
By. in everyday life not much
To see, boring at best..so
Help where you can! But. Don't
expect anything back... Just
Hope if r enough...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Every Time I Think Of You

my mind go back in time where you are!
I often wonder where we be we
Still be here together not. The love we
Had will live forever ever time I think
You! You be there!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Faith Is From Our Heart!

Our faith must be from the heart in our very being
We have be a example to only we must work on it daily
It not head knoeage! It have to come from the heart
Love it see it grow from our used of it

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Far From Done!

you were done,
That It over
But why should
It. I still feel
Something for you.
Why are you the one
To cut and run. don't
I count! Please don't
Leave! It far from
Done and over. I
Love you. we have
Too much to lose!
It far from done!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Find A Way To Cope.

When things turned! When you find no way out find
A cope loo to Jehovah to lead you to better times
There always a better times you have o hope and prayer
He will always do good may you be bless forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Find A Way To Cope.!

When things turned! When you find no way out  find  
A cope look to Jehovah to lead you to better times 
There always a better times you have o hope and prayer 
He will always do good may you be bless forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Find A Way!

Do you have! To find a way to keep live. To perform
To be yourself and help others
You have stay in line! ! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Find This Right Door

One door goes in, one out!
One door nobody knows about
So pick one its up to you
and be no onesfooltil.,
Its. Finds you two by two
Its up to you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Finding A Way Back! ! !

Been gone. For all long
Can't remember where it started
Like being in. a river. Forging ahead
With no end.. Fruit to turning my way back
But to . Just got to go
to what. End

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Finding Another Way.

Are we going the right? We need to
Stop and look to see where we are
Heading is it the right way? Do we need
To find another way to please the one
Above! Which way does He want us to go
He made, he want us to do right!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Finding Love!

Love where does àt makes love real? How can you tell? we show it 8n many ways true love so rare but it can be Found! Just keep looking. if you find it bless. For you have found gold! Better it yours

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Fine Time For You To Go

Everything going wrong
Kid are sick, no food in
The house.. Car went bad
Then you leave, fine time
For you to go. hope you
Having a good day.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Flowers. For A Flower

There are flowers and there a flower
That that no flower can compare.
I have known this one for years
And she stay the same and always will

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
For Good Times, And Bad

As we think about
A mate in life are
We willing to take the
Bad with the good times
We can always take the
Good, but can handle the
Bad. Like Job who said
&quote;Are we to accepted the
Good as well as the bad! &quot;
Remember that when taking
a mate.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
For The Heart

Everything. We dois for the heart
we love one another we should care!
That from the mind but
From the heart. For
that. where it comes from
The we do.
For the heart.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
For The Love Of Money!

What would you do for money?
Do you readily love money. It
Doesn't love you back no feeling
What so you need it.
But to love it don't think so!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
For We Are Dust!

Men think great things about him, kings nobles
Alike they own land and subject alike but what they are what
Are we all for we are dust! And after all is said
And done they will return to dust. Nothing can stop that not money gold power
or what level we are in life. For we are as always dust!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
For Your Eyes Only!

What I write is for your only
The things come from the heart
To tell you why I'm thinking
and feeling about today... remember
Your eyes only .........

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Forever. Young

Everyone wants to be young but forever can, t be done. man has grown old Almost from day one. But they try everything to keep that way and they it can, so. MI they aren't, t looking in the right way man can not but God and his son will bring us back from old aged by act they have done. then we will be forever grateful And forever young! Yes I say FOREVEzr. Young!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Forgiveness

Forgive me when I can't be there. When week. Turn to month...! Life isn't Always fair ... I'll be there when can i when can?!
You are some one râre ... and who can compare so forgive 2hen not there.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Forgotten. Seed

There was. A man. so long ago. planted seeds and then we was so hard to find. these seed was late were fo goten and no on3 knew way. These seeds was for all and. they had tô do was put these in their heart and never there have. To part there see do so long ago, was peace hope. And faith here. Below. And all you to do is see flight in front of you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Forward, We Can Only Look Ahead!

Don't look the past!
The past is gone, Finnish
Die. The thing we have or
Should have is ahead of us
Nothing else one
Care about 25 years ago keep
Land of goodness
Or plenty serve your God Jehovah
Whole hearted and he will give all
There is! Praise Jah!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Free, At Last

Looking back. We see no more death, pain or crying
The former thing have past. Jo need for money. we, ll
Have home free and clear food for all. Earth will be
A Paradise. No more trouble or heartaches
A life worth living. Thanks to Jehovah god
And his son.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Friends Are Like Wine.

Friends are like wine. He older
the friendship the better they
that new have less
friend have been
Tested and gone though fire as it
Were. Yes. Here's to old wine. And
Friendships.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
From The River To The Sea!

Going fromm the river just
Too and me trying find
What to see no hurry getting
There for we have forever
Can't you see and be happy
As can be! from the River
To the see just you and me.
Can't you see?
??

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
From Your Waters  I Will Dip

From your water I will
Dip from no others I come near
For your waters are a ocean I
Will need no the love
Of yours will be all I need!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
From Your. Heart To Mine

I feel your love from your
Heart it talking to mine. as we go though the
Years we been together. Every day renew I could
Live with forever may you be my love
Always. Letting your heart talk to mine!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
From. Within

What do you within what makes you, you your love, hate. your well being your Caring side(if you will) what feed you. is what you are! Who we love make up who we are from within. So be careful choice well for you are what you are within! t

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Get Ready For The End

You know if there a beging
There a end. We.
Been on this road for so long
We close to the finish
Line. We can see it. So close
To the end of sin, sorrow pain
All weel Havel to do is wait
And see the Promise of Jehovah
Where on earth and heaven
Will his will be done amen and
Amen thank you Jehovah

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Getting Back To You

Been gone for so long can't seem to find the song. Wonder how I got along. Did you think of me, just trying to get back to you. It time We got to get long. Like the in a song. Just getting where i belong.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give Me Back My Heart

You had it for long
what are you going
Do with don't know
I ask you please give
Me back my heart, if you
Want a part of me. Walking
down the hall, saw you talking
to another one. So please give
Me back my heart.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give Me Time, To Make You Mine

I know you lonely and feeling
Blue. you know want what is
Is true, will give me time
To make you mine. let me
Show that I can be kind
Before you walk away and
Go you way ... just give
me time...? Please just
Give time to make you
mine

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give Me Wine! ! !

Give me wine, all will be fine, let me drink down the line and Ill be kind. you tord me from a long time ago. That life is about a good wife, good wine and I Will tell you I, m fine! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give Me Wisdom

We ask for many things
In life, food drink,
A place to laid your head
Then we must ask for wisdom
Given please the wisdom. to
Use these thing wisely to
know these are gift from
GOD.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give The Will To Live

We go thru life half hearted trying
To get by. in the end we fail. we need to will to live
For what is life without will
it, s nothing just breathing.
So giv3 me the will to live and be with you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Give What You Can!

I'm not talking about money
I'm talking yourselves what you
Are Inside well know what we
can do. life is all about giving
So what can you dk

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Go Tell The Mountain.

go tell the mountain go tell the lake
Tell everyone that I'm going be late
I've no money, got honey don't tell the Moon
That I'm going be home soon. tell sun
I'm on the run. I be home when I find
Some rum.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going Back In Time.

if you could go back in time what you find. person just like you. tring to get by. like ypu or i. who would yoetalk to. rem, ember you play what ios in line. or you could undo. what happens to you. so be carifull my dear friend or couldf wind up just like him. the gems we have come from our past. so we today have do make them last.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going Down Thatlong Road! !

Going down that road been
On it for years. But we almost there. The end
Therewe. Won't have war. Sickness and heartache for it
Will be done away with, thank. Jehovah will have have
Been done.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going Down The River

On a warm day there nothing like flowing down the river. Nothing out there. But peace. Nothing To do.
But love thuhe? Good lifemay
You always be there

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going Down The Road.

Going down the road.
Trying to fine someone
But no one in town so
Have no fun so I'm just
Going down that road so
I can hang around if you
Look you can seems coming
Down just going down that's
Roadno one around?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going Nowhere Fast!

Sitting with no one here. Wishing you here. crying all time. Getting nowhere
Fast. getting by without the tide
Feeling like on ice
Tired of fighting. just getting
Nowhere fast.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going The Wrong Way

Trying find my way
Going the wrong way
Living a dream that
Turning a bad way.
Trying to find my
Own way.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Going To bea Uphill Struggle!

As we go through the life it seem to be  
A uphill fight against ourself. The older  
We get the more we struggle.  
So we keep trying and hopefully we  
Gain a upper hand. With Jehovah it will

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Good-By. My. Friend

My been a very good friend
You. Been there when. I needed. A. Friend
You & your husband we had good times &
Sad. Times. Wish. I could, beGood-by.
When you. Wake . a new. world free. From.
Heartache.. till . Well

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Got No Time

got no time to said your mine. got no time to drink the wine. got no time to said i, m fine. you won, t give me ... any time to even dine thru all i ain, t got a dime. and all i do is whine and whine. no one going treat me good ain, t got time to knock on wood. ain, t got time do tell what i should. you never going be that dog gone fine. and you ain, t got time to find tthe pine. untill we ain, t no more time.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Got To Be This. Way!

Times are hard, I like to be with
But the not there. so it got to
Be this way, for now. maybe one
Day we can. so right bnow know I
Love and I want to be with you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Happy Are Those Who Look Toward God

Things are just going crazy
Not knowing where to look
You can't look toward man
He going the wrong way.
We have to look toward Jehovah
God. With his son is the only way.
Yea, look toward God..... Q

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
It a hard road we
Must walk. it worth
the walk to the end! been
On this road for awhile
but we must press on
Till the end.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Have I Seen You Before?

as i was walking down the street i pass you by as you sat, wonderng have seen you before. where would we meet was it at a store, on we bus.? was we talking, or just a brief look. i seen her somewhere who knows. as i walk by you look up and smile are thinking what i, m thinking or just being kind? .i never know for she got up and went her way. but it was that smile i will always remember. so did we met before? i will never know?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Have To Find Another Way!

Through the years
We doing our own
Way only to fail.
So we have to take
Another way
Finding another way
To walk the right way
So May Jehovah bless
Our? trying to find the best
Way likely to please him forever.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Have You Turn Back?

If you left Jehovah your God
no matter the reason ask yourself
Why would I do that. were you hurt?
Is it pride? Or what! It time we turn
you? Have you turn back
It your call. Before it too late

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Having A Blue Day

Having a blue day since you went away
Wish you could have stay. the days are
Slowly going by. hope is feeling goes
Away. Till then, I take one day at a
Time. Wishing you was still nine

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hello Againg.!

We said goodbye just a long time ago. I laid you to rest. I Been waiting For. You to awake! Till then I do what I can say hello aain. We will always be friends. So once again I say hello my friend

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Help Me Find A Way To Say Goodbye!

we going through this
For years. And keep coming
Short. So help me find a
Way to say goodbye. It, s
hurts to say. But it's the best
Way. So, goodbye!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Help Me Keep Your Laws!

It this lawless world
Fill with hate. Help
Me keep your laws m, for
They are true and f? I'll
With love, Jehovah God lead
Us to better things and a
Better world for We are lost
Without....... You. We will
Follow you always forever.....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Helping Hand

In our life everyone needs a helping. Will you let them help! Some will not I, m afraid, they rather be on their own. But what about the one that wanted to help. It leave them thinking heir help was not good enough And the the next person may need he need hel But your actions leave him to look away and everyone loses out. So next time don, t let Pride get in the way. Remember we ALL need help!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Here We Go Again!

Been here for so long,
But it long enoughtime
To uprootand do it all
Again. Say bye to old
Friend,say hello to new.
Maygod help me,

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Here,

I'm here when you need someone.
To talk to, be with. I be there
To hold, joke
Love just let me know and I, I'm be forever
And ever. Yours

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hide My Love.

I have to hide my love, my
Dear. for it will hurt too much
Knowing it will hurt too much
I turn away not even looking at
It maybe one day, but not today.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hold On!

Hold on to Jehovah hand
He, s our only hope with his son.
We have hope. by his will we live
By in great will we live.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Holding You Closely

When I wake up in the morning
You be gone. I think about when
I held you closely to me the warmth
Of our boldly during the night will
Last during the day. Waiting to see
You aging .......... see you then......

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Without hope where would we be. Without hope there nothing there, no hope, ..we would be lost forever doom, forever bare, what do you hope for wine, women, song! do you even care? we must hope for the future. where there will be peace mark my word. it will come!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hope For Better Things.!

We can hope for a lot of things
Better weather better relateship
But, about better health, better
Time. No dying. here to better
Life....... for better love!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hope For The Best, But Live In The Day!

We live each day and rightly so
But we hope for the best. To better time happy
Times. So, as we do live by the minute hope for the best
For better times. Starting now

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Hope, I See You Again

You will always be on my heart you
Had eeen on my mind. May I be able
To welcome. you we walk through
The garden of life!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
How Can I Find You?

You hide yourself so well
I can't find you. you find new ways to
hide Yourself. And hide within your! feeling
So how can I find you? I’m trying my best
But you won't let me in. I knew it wouldn't be easy
But i, ll try a new way to find you! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
How Far Are We

We think we came along
Way! Bout how far are we?
We domg faster! But better
Are we realily better than
Our forefathers? Things come
And go.. But the facts aren't
In. So how far have we come in
The long run?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
How Long?

With everything going on
Makes you wonder how
Long when will this ends
Pain sorrow, yes, even the
Death forgive me, Jehovah
I'm not doubting I know at
Your will, will be done, yes,
Your will not mine.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Had A Friend

it been a year since her pasting. but she still in my heart. day by day ithink about her. she my friend for long, she was a part of me. she still lives in mind. to forget her is fogetting a part of lives becuse i live, and that the way it goin to be

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Care About You.

I care about you.
I do anything for
I give everything
You. And you walk
Away, so where does that
Leave me, with nothing
so where to i go. What
Left empty but i, 'll wait
Who knows?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I give you my heart, my soul, my very being. so where are you. You left. You just walk away. So what am I'm to do? I have the love but no one want it, needs! I need it. I m just standing here to are you. Do you know!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
have a friend right own to the end. she pure and sweet and a little neat. what i
tell she join in. proven to me she a friend. a little hard on herself. but she sweet
ascn b. ight down to the tell her all i done/ and she just
smiles as i go thru the day i wish i cold stay, instead i leave she had is smile
anyway we friend to the end. i can tell you i have a friend.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Knock At Your Door Again.

I knock at door again
But you didn't answer
You made walk like you
Had before, how long will
Hold this again at me that
You Make me turn away again
Do you hate me so. So
I'll love you any way.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Know Your Pain!

i know what you went thru. do you think im a jerk. so why to you try to drive me insane. i saw your pain this you know im only 10 yrs behind you no, it was, t right. but what could you do he pay for what did. was it enough? only GOD can judge! it not you or me. so why can, t you pass you. i love you, yes i do. think of the good insead of the bad. in time you be fine.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Miss You

There lot of ways I miss
You. seeing a sunny day
And no one an end you want to
See someone and n body to see
Your laugh, smile, your joy of life
Your fears I will miss. so my dear Sweet
Sister I will miss you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Saw Your Light!

Walking down a dark road.
No light I found, till you came in my of
Nowhere you came a bright Light. I saw it led me
To you. I found what I
Been looking for! I shall Never leave you. I saw your Light!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Will Call You My Father

As long as I'm living I will
Call you my father. For that who
You are and always Will be. you
Lead me throughout my life your hand
In er! Thank you,
Jehovah!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Will Follow You

I follow you no matter where you go. You told me
You are the light of roadway
So you will led me the Right way
So yes, my lord I will follow you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Will Follow You.

I will follow you to wherever you
Need me. May my life always go the
Right I fine find delight
In your words and may you find delight
In me. may you bless oh my GOD
JEHOVAH

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I Wish I Could Find You

In my mind I see you
In my mind you, re right in
Front of me, you, beauty.
One day I, ll find you. If
let me, so tillthen. I, ll be
Wishing to get to know you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
If I Fall.

If I fall will
You help me up?
If I fail to see
Would you help
See where I fails! ! d
And show me where
I fail or will leave
Me alone wondering how
I got here?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
If I Forget You, May I Go Blind!

If I forget you
May I going may I be without
A dime. if I forget you may go
Out my mind you put up with so
Many years. So why would? I to that
May go blind forever, if. I forget
You

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
If You To Me!

You care, write me a long letter
Show me you want to share tell
Me why you care let me see your
Heart. The one you keep to yourself
and thatwayI will knowyou
Really care

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
It been years since I seen you. As one time we we're were
As the same person. But that went wrong. We lost touch we
Lost the meaning of friends and it all came to a end. But you're
In my heart and soul. So take care ...be well!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I look at you and see myself. just wondering
Where to go from here? Just can't find the time
To get behind. How you feeling today do you know
What ahead dose it matter any way. got to find
A way to make This go away. but hope you can understand
That I do love you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I'm A Old Man.!

I'm a old man. I spent my life well
To GOD. I belong to him, I will work for.
He is my life long friend. Other have left me to
My own. But. He Will never ever. To him alone I will
Stay with. To my dying day. may I never leave his side
His name is Jehovah!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Im Drowning In Your Love,

Im drowning in your love
There no doubyou have pour
Your heart and soul into it
You keep pouring your love on me.
I just hope you know what you, re doing.
You just drowns me in your love. Love you....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I'm Still Standing Here! ! !

You walked away so long ago.
You left me standing here.
Watching you go. I must be
Crazy. Standing knowing if
You come back. Hoping you would
But knowing that you won, . Know this
Loving you like I do!There. No where
To here I'm still waiting and still
Standing here! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I'm yours, If You Want.

Been together for so
Long we know each other's
For awhile so the question is
Do your u want new?So I'm
Yours if you want!For I come to
Love you and want a to
Be near you!So I hope you feel the same.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
In A Snowstorm

In a snowstorm, we inside safe and warm.. Looking out flake of snow
Are born. The night is cold. where there
No other. with a little wine. looking out
For no you and me as we watch the
 Flake of snow.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
In Mind Eye

in mind eye all will be water to drink. rich food you fine all will get along. pain and sickness will soon be gone. no war crime and hate is there to find. peace will at last will come to past. dont, think is won, t happen in our time and all will be fine
in GOD time

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
In My Anger

In my heart there anger
I can't get rid of it, I
See myself in. Don't lik
But it there. The more I
Try the more I I fail but God help me
I try

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
In The Back Of Your Mind

Some where in the back of your mind. You find things that take you aback in time. Some good and some bad. your first love. Those who you left behind Let yourself live the past while it last. then put it back for another time and you be fine!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
In This House All Alone

in this house all a lone where no sound was even born.  i left here all alone
friend may come then they go and in this places i stay in place   i stay here thru
the night and no one  come out to play. here stay thru th i see light untill the
dawnstill i se  it all right some may laugh, some ma cry some nmay even wonder
wh the houes stay thru night and dawn the house is bare and so is air and all
they see is this old chair.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Is Love Real?

Is love Real.
How. Can you
Tell, you go through
Life thinking you, ire
In love but are you.
Put your to the test
Do you needto be
With the one you
Love, it will take time!
Only you will know,
Yes only you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Is Room For Love!

Is there for for love
If it come from above.
If it's up if it's up
To you. between you
And god would you make
Room for it

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Is There A Way Home?

is there a way home? When you go home. Is
It really home? The it feel! Dose it fe el like.
It. You been gone awhile. friends move away or did
House torn down. New roads. So is there
way back? Only in the mind eye!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Is There Anyone For Me?

It been so long
In looking, but
Who will have a
Broken man! A man
In a wheelchair who
Can put up with that!
So I, all go on alone
Looking for some one
To share a life with.
Till then I will keep
Going!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Is There Light In There!

When I look At you and look
In your eyes I see some light
I ask my self is there light
In there. a little beam.
That you know. From somewhere
Then as quick as it comes it
Lost from before I was born I guess
I keep hoping it will come back.
I will keep you in prayer that's all I can do
One day we be but together again!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
It Time To Stop Fighting.

Mankind has been fighting  
It seem like forever. but  
It time to stop. we are all  
Brothers &sisters one family  
Put hate behind us sue for peace  
Look to our father. Jehovah

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
It Up To You!

Let the time go on let winter have it's day
Soon this will go is but a second
Then it's up do you how others remember you!
For good or bad. it up to you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Its New Day!

It's a new day time to the old One yesterday past and tomorrow hadn't come today is all we got. Enjoy what we have. bare the that not good. Remember this too shall past so forgive and try to forget. Remember it's a new day, enjoy in every way!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
It's Been A Good Day

It been very good day
It warm and gentle winds
Till the dead of night
I Will remember this day

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Jehovah God Give Life! ! !

Jehovah Will keep his people
his people just keep closes
To him. Being the only way to have his
Love. Without Jehovah and his son. Only
Means death. So let’s live for Jehovah
And you will have. Live forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Jehovah Is Still In Charge!

He been there from the beginning of
Time itself. It he led. His people though
Good and bad times he was in. charged then
Today when they say there is no GOD. We will
Stand beside ah for you, re still in charge

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just Be Your Self.

 Everyone wants you to
 Be someone you
 Can't, you have to be yourself
 You have to live by yourself not
 Someone from outsiders just remember

 The only one that counts is Jehovah
 The only one that we obey....

 DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just Because

Have you nice, for no reason.
Just because you wanted to
It feel good doing it buy something,
Just being there to listen to some
One. just because, you care

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just Come To Me!

When I see your eyes
With tears.I want to
Say just come to Me!
Let me Dry your tears
Let me show you happiness
Then we can find love so
Just come to me! ! !

Not lasts. sweet dreams ya, ll

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just Dropping By!

Just dropping by to say hi
Hope you are getting by.
Seen like days are passing
by keep me in your heart and mind
Please, for your friendship is me
Keeping me alive. have a good day
and I be on my way!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just Tell Me Wby?

Just tell me why? You left me just a long time ago. you said you wish I was die! ! Just what did I do that was so wrong. Did I do to you I did whatt I could and you treat like wormwood. and. Y9ur father like me but in the end it up to you! So tell me why? Shat wont cry

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just, Let Me In

I'm standing outside
Looking in. Tapping
On your heart door asking
to come in saying just let me
In. Let go of your fears. Let
Me see the real you and all I ask
Is please just let me in

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Just another Day!

feel like days are
Running in together
Going through the day
Just another day. Have
Heart it will get better
Keep believing! ! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Awake

As we getting close to
The end of this system
We musk keep awake at
All times. for we don't
Know when our master iis
Coming. We don't know when
He be Herr so our love
For. Him and others. We must stay
Fast and keep doing we things we
Do for he is coming.!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Coming Back!

When you go away I hope and
Pray that keep comming back to me
I know it another day and
Have to go your way along as
You keep coming back to
Me because I love in Every
Way. So have a wonderful
Day

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Hoping

Hold on. don’t give up
Give out give in. Keep hoping
Good thing will come. let not let things or
Any body get in the
Way for this is it,
The real life will
Come. Will you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep It Going!

we ave keep going. no time to stop. we get up start the day agoing. keep it going thru the untill we all find a way. then at night it may start to slow down, untill the next we go around get going and keep it in line for a new day much be done. have a good day and be on your way.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Me In Your Heart

Keep me in heart! Because, you, re in mine ... the day will come when all this will be gone ... just wait and see whatever Wil be to this end hopefully we will be free! So keep me in your dreams and heart!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Your Eye Simple.

What are you needs. Do
You need the finest. Do
You report need a good watch
Or will a regular watch do.
Keeping your eye simple. Watch
The upper class are they? Happy
Not really the more they have the
More the want. He happy for what
You have. Not want!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Your Head Up!

Keep You head up. Keep going. Time for waiting is over! Soon it will be time
For rejoicing. For we had made it
Time to rebuilding, dancing, song
Will fill the air. Paradise will be
Here! So rejoice!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Your Hope Alive!

Keep your hope alive! Keep believing. For Jehovah will be with you to the end He will protect you always so keep believing

Keep your hope alive

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keep Your Kool

When things are keep kool. When everyone. Puttinng down. Keep your kool. Keep your foth. Let them know, your not cave in. show them that your going to stand tall. Live your faith. Keep kool.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Keepgoing

No matter what keep going if you feeling
Likequiting. Keep going if you wanting
To stop and walk away don't, t. If you do
If you quit trying! What have you gain.
going. Keep Trying. And
You will gain peace of mind'. May
You have the peace of Jah, ....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Last Days

We are in the last days hard
Times ahead but once we get
through these days better times
Will be not by men, but
By Jehovah God!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let Me Rest!

Let me rest, till the right time,
Then you will call for us to better
Times when things are new. I mean brand new. where we are young and able to pull our own weight! Thanks to Jehovah Our God. what more can I say or do?
For all things will be new! A new Beginning.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let It Go!

You hang on for too long, let it go ... it's been hurting for too long time to drop it ... it's dead ... what good is it to hang on. Life is too short.
Your a better man. You done good. don't let him win! Just let it go!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let Me Pass!

If you don't like the way I
Look let me pass, if you don't
Like my ways. let me pass! I been
this way for awhile. hope you
understand, if you don't I'm
sorry. Please let me pass I'll
stay  me pass!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let The Love Begin

Years of lonelines
And I find you where
I started you were
right there so let
the love begin you
and I understanding
The true meaning of
Love. May it last
Forever.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let The Name Of Jehovah Be Praise

Let it be praise
Let his song be heard
it mentioned
In all the nations.
Let the name of Jehovah your
God be praiseforevermore
Amen

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let The Past Die!

Let the past die. No uses looking back
Only to find pain. we know it there so
Why keep going back. Look forward to
better thing, for there are
better things ahead that we can't dream
Of. so don't look back! Look ahead!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Let There Be, Hope

When everything fail.
When you thing you, re down
And out let there be, hope
Let the love you havebe there
In your heart let Jehovah lead
You. For all hope come from
Him! And.... Him alone, .......

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Life Isn't in Stone

Life isn't In stone fou it is yours to roam
You have free will and go places where you
Have not known. No one leading you by your nose
But remember this what you
do will be known.
For life is Gods
And onot your own...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Life Must Go On!

Whatever we are to go through
Life must go on we have to get through these
Thing like pain sorrow. so we can see the better
Life that GOD has promise life that is filled with
Joy, peace and wisdom from Jehovah God.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Life Without Pain.

Wouldn't it grand, if we wake up without
Pain. do anything we pills, Dr. Hospital's
Living life as you should, not like wishing you could.
It not a going to in

Jehovah GOD it will happen. Believe.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Like A Train Going Nowhere?

Been here for so Long. traction
for the action like train going
nowhere hoping someone will help me.
Find a way to me get back on the track
But till then just call me
A train going. nowhere.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Long Drive Home!

Been a long trip away trying to get home
It a long drive home. trying to get back
T0 you and nothing but the open road ... hopping
to b
e with you, it just a long way. But it
Worth being with you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Longing To See You!

It been a long time since I
Seen you. Forgetting how
You looked like the new
Beginning to see you younger, prettier
Long to see your blue eyes you sweet smile
Wondering if I ever see you again. Yes, I'm
Longing to see you hopefully soon

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Longing To See You! ! !

It been awhile since I seen you,
Since you been gone it, s like
Land with out water or a cool wind.
I was hopping to see you. But you forgot your
Way back. You found another path. So.I hope
The way is fine for you and that sometimes
You think of me! Fort you, re right here
Beside always. For I'm longing to have you
Come back! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Look Around. ! ! ! ! ! !

Look around. What to you see
Everything is beautiful for
You and. Me. No wars no crime
No one cryingno graves
The whole world is made new
Jehovah is everywhere
So. Look around what do
You something good for you and
Me!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Look Beyond The Pain

have you try to look inside. you see because of the pain inward feelig we all have but can you see beyond the pain. pain is like rain we see come glad when it gone, heaven knows. no one want. but it, s there like the air. but you must work thru it or it will kill ya. so can you look beyond ‘the pain?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Look Where You, Rd You Are  Where You Been!

We are so busy looking back.
Where you been
? you not paying attention
To where you are going. You must
Look ahead to the future with joy
For that where it at. He happy.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Look, Before You Leap.

Before you give your heart
Away. make sure she the
One.... Look, before you
Leap make sure the waters
of her love is deep enough
Or you be the one is hurt
Remember look, ..... Before you
Leap! ! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Look. Before U Leap

There are times we rush in. Not knowing if it, s right. We should have look see what we are doing. not going around half blind. Days will come when we, ll ask ourselves. why, why we did this! Will we know will we care. So I say all ways Look before you leap!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looking For Love

In a loveless hard to
Find not only love, but one that
Will last ... you can say you in love!
But do you mean it can you live

With it. So I keep looking for
It ..... But can it be found? I
Don't know ......

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looking For The Bests

Though the woods you go with
Ease though the valleys
You go. Trying to find
The best. The love you have
Go beyond words. Till you
Find the beast of the bests
Mady that one be bless forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looking For My Love! 

Going down the street.
Always looking for my dear
Love. The one I'll love for ever
But she can't be found
I shall
Keep keep looking for you. Are
You asleep or are you there at all? ? ? ?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looking For Something Better!

As we go thru life we
Always looking for something
Better something new and bright
Jumping around town seeking
New love, joy, hopes. Hope you
Find what you looking for!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looking For You

Seem like this will
Never end, I told you
I'll be back again
I told you please wait for,
But you left me there's.
So I'm looking for everyday
But you nowhere. To be
E found

I'm standing crying again, looking a way to
Get you back again!
So wait where you
are. And I, I'll be there in
Your ams

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Looktowards Paradise

We live in this world
But looking towards Paradise
A world where peace and joy
Will hold hands. where, Jehovah
And his son will rule forever in
Peace! ! ! !Yes, look towards Paradise.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Lost In The Dead Of Night

Lost in the dead of night
In a land of sleep, not knowing
Where I am. searching for
the way out and not finding
any. only to wake up wondering
Why you the dead
Of the night!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Lost Love

We all had love ones in our lives that for one reason or another either die or walk away. It leaves a hole in our soul a part of ourks we won't ever get back. For this reason we keep look for some one that we can relate do. It might take our whole life. but don't stop looking for there is someone that will take us in. Put up with us. Have faith. Keep looking for you never know! It might happen!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Lost.

Trying to find your way going down
A path a way back into my head not
Knowing where it will lead where to you begin
Much to gain little to ng all things
In heart and mind never to come this way again!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Lost. Words

When I see you I don't know
What do say I'm. Lost for words
Your beauty is beyond what I can
Say i lose thought wish
I could say something just know
that I care and want to be with you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love Dies, How

In our lives we meet many
In life trying to find the
Right one. But over the year
The love we have failed in our life
How do? How does that happen?
Fail to keep it going
Let grow old and die, maybe we
Never know!

We fail to keep

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love what is it that we fear
It will it bite you or
Rule over you asa long
Maybe it the unknown where
It will take you. Beyond where
You wanted to go fear yes fear
Ruins not let his happen
It can only make you fearful
So let it in! For it comes from
Jehovah will.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love Of The Sea!

A man walk along the beach. came up on older man looking out to sea and the man ask what he looking at? Hen points 9ut and say looking for my lifle! For he love the sea but he too old to go out the young man agree is his life too. at that went his way

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love, Is Like A Rose.

Love is like a rose. That is it, s
Here for a while then quickly died
No matter how much you try to work
With it it doesn't last!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love. And. Hate

There are thin line between them. We walk this line a line s thin, we can, t see it sometimes! Hate turns to fear, then death! Love is life blood. So where will you go. on what. Side will you take? You can't keep in the middle forever which way wll You go? It, s up to each one of us! Make your choice!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Love. Is Not A Game!

There are those who think love is a thing
to play with. They taken the I love heat and
Treat like a toy. it is not! Using their
Feeling and thow it away is hurtfull if you do this then
Shame On you. Now you know why alone

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Loving You!

Loving you was the best thing
I could have done
brushing you talking
To you, laughig with you
sharing my Heart and sou l
but at had ran for In
a split life. Ran. Out
The joy we had has ng me
Here. Maybetill. This system is done for!
Till I see you again! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make A Different

Day after day same old thing nothing
New. can you make a different a smile, a
Kind word. just to let someone know you care
Try it some times it would make a world of diffrents

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make Is One Count!

When you fail so many
Times When you see no
Way out. Just makes this
One count whatever
You do from this point
Make it count. Don't throw it
Away stand up
And do it.....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make Me Understand

Make me know your
Way. Let me see what
You have in mind. Is
It better than what
we have now? What
Road am I do take!
So make me know now!
Make me understand!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make Your Day

If you having trouble getting thru the day. take your to make your day. Take yourself . New friend. Take your time to help doing this it will help make your day and then be on your way....... 

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make Your Move!

You just starting you see
Like the honey to the tree
You have to make your move
To get anyway where, if you don't
The only thing is lose. I'll be waiting for you
Down the street and it be just a treat to watch
You make your move!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Make a Difference!

Throughout our live to
do our best. But to we
Make a difference between just
Being here and doing well
Helping out friends and relatives
Brothers and sisters both kin and
Otherwise we I to do this whole
Heartily. To the best of our
ability!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Making Your Stand!

Are you making your stand?
We go. Thru life talking about
What we are, but then comes.
the time where we have to stand
up an prove who we are! So
Are you making your stand?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Man Was Not Made To. Rule. Man!

Many tryed to rule man over
The years and fail..because
It wasn't their right to rule
There one who has the right
To do so. and they don't listen
They don't care! One day they
Will!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Manassas Va.

The places I grew up.
Some memory good, some
Not so good! But they're
My from young age the places history
Was made as I look back from time to time
I see where I fell in love where my heart
Was broking. Through it all I grew up.
Travel through out the land and others
Places. But in heart and mind go back
To Manassas a place in my book.1955-1974
Lo?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Many Friend, But Only One True Friend! 

Went though life with many a friend
They came in and out. Like dreams
Of the night they all dear to me
But that one stay with me though it all
Pour up on with your best! she could
hand still. go dont know. Why! ! Although
Apart she still in my heartwished things
We're different. But.....May God. Always
He with you  he blessed you! ! !
Always! ! ! My dear

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
May I See you In Paradise!

I know you, re sleeping now
And for now at rest. but
One day you, all awake and
Be in Paradise and may it
Be Jehovah's willI will
Be there too. May I see you
There. May I see you in Paradise! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
May You Always Find Joy! ! !

In a world fill with woes
May you always find joy..hi
A place where you can put
Thewoes away. where you
Can be joyful. and at peace
May you always find joy! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
May You Always Find Peace!

We live in a world without peace
We look for like gold. We search
I hope you findit. In your heart
Soul, there those will
Never find they wicked in
Spirit so I hope you put off baddness
And find peace forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
May You Have Peace!

My you have love, joy, peace

Is many thing peace of mind
Peace of heart peace of soul and
Spirit without that what is
Man a gift of GOD.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Meeting New People

I'm my life met a lot of people
Always r meeting diffrent one. Their
Background. And habits. Hope to
Always have good friend and getting to know
Other.a good feeling to know them all

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Missing You

You have been gone for awhile. Looking at the Dinning room where we uses To talk over where we been And what we did that day. Those were good days. now They gone. You left without say why! But rìjà

They are gone. you left Without telling but Remember that care for you May you always. Be happy.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Moon Shine

Moon shine Tennessee wine
It doesn't come from vine
But sure is fine. forget
Your troubles for a mighty
Long time. And your be just
Fine.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Moving On

I been moving for so
Long wonder how I got along
Thinking of you, make me wish it
Will true. But I know it's. Just a dream
But it makes me want to scream. So I, ll
Keep onmoving on. Till I, ll see you
At Dawna!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Never Left!

They say go way you are gone.
But you never are! You are always on
On my mind! Never left. Your life is
A open book and I can’t put it down
Nope Anthony said up you will have a
Wonafull life and enjoy to the full

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
New Life, New Chapter Beging

Time to new beginning time to leave the past behind
How to I start a new life, start a new book as it was
Jehovah help me!May I have the faith to believe praise Jan.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
No Money, No Love?

Would you have me if I was broke.
Is money more impotant than love
I know you need money, but
It the almighty? Or is love important
Too, so again no money, no love?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
No Where To Go! ! ! !

At the end of the day there
No where to go. You done all
You could. Now it
Time to think prey to see
Another day..... But
right now .
Because in your mind
There no where to go! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Noreason To Cry.

Although I lonely and friends are
Few. There no reason to
There always Jehovah love and care
And he always there. So why should I be sad
For look he s caring for his
Own. So there is really no reason to cry?
For Jehovah is here forever! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Not, Again

A Lady seated at a table
With at. Drink at hand.
Looking out the window
Looking at her watch.
tapping on table, think
Where is  said he

Was  did this
Before. Looking at her watch
J was pasting
By tears came to her eyes. Picking
Up her things you could Read her.
Face. shoe saying. Ain slow voice
Not! Again! ! ! And. And she walk out
Never to come back this was it, Good-by
Was coming. he did this
Before.

Not lasts. sweet dreams ya, ll

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Now She, S At Rest

The lady I hold dear
The one saw me thru
Many things in life
She outlive many in life
Saw joy sorrow pain till
She couldn't stand it and she has
Laid down and at rest she will
Always be there! she will
Awake to a new world without
Pain and death. Charlotte trzos
1933 -2016. Rest in peace. My, mother

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Ocmeback, Soon

You been gone for a while.
You been love and miss
Where you gone I'm with
In spirit wishing you were
Here, so
What ever you are come
Back again. Let me see
You smile

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Oh, Walk With Me!

Walk with me and let me show
You many things. Let me give you joy
You will see great thing never beheld
Have you seen. Forever! The trees
Will feed you. The lakes. Give drinks
And. All you have to do. Is walk with me!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
On a warm day bright cloudless sky
With a warm breeze gently blowing
On the warm Sand talking to your sweetheart
Telling her something wants to hear
Hoping someday you're together forever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
One Mjnd, One Spirit

We all go our own
Way for so long
Getting nothing
done. What we need
Is one mind, one spirit
Toward the Almighty the
Who name himself
Jehovah. we
Must come together
Under him one mind onen
Sport and one heart.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
One Race

There only one race.
The human race. Doesn't
Matter what we are white
Brown, yellow. We all the
Same.
No different. We all
Came from to same places
And the same man Noah,
A man of God! There no need
To fight! For we are one race

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
One Way To Go

There only one
Way to go. To walk
In the way of the
True God. For he
Will bless you.
What do you have
That he hasn't given
You. So there only one
Way to go his way.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Open Your Eyes And See!

We live in a troubled
Time period, like it
Never been before. Things
are turning like the sea
Before a strong storm,
We try to close our eyes
But we need to open our eyes
and See, what going to happened
For these things got to happened
To wake us up to know Gods Glory
For these things will be done away
With, and GODS will will be done! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Pain Of The Heart! !

I'm looking at you
And see a pain in the
Heart. A person who like
Me looking for love
But finds hard to give
It so they become a pain of
The heart my love is not for
You! And again I'm alone.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Paying The Cost

Through life we all to it
Paying the cost in everything
We do, living isn't free, our health
Our friends, love one all paying our
Way through... may we have enough to
Last.ĩope you are fine

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please Don't Drive Me Away

Please don't drive me away.
You been doing it for year
What was it I've done. Was
It that bad. I love you forever
But now you said you're done.
Sorry you feel that way, maybe
One day you can forgive and forget
Till than please note this I love
Soon please don't drive me away!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please Don't Walk Away

Please don't walk away. I know you, re Mad., and you got the right. But I'm trying To be better. I hurt you a long time ago and the only thing can say is I'm sorry But can, t we work out. Stay please. Don't walk Away.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please Forgive Me!

I know I done you wrong
You have always come along
But I still! Ask you to
Forgive me. my heart is yours
And never met to do you wrong

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please Look The Other Way.

You look at me like
I wasn't there. like
You saw a bear. Please
Don't look at me look the other way
Then find better things. ever
Through even though I wear your
t to find other things

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please Remember Me!

When the years have come and go and you have no where to go, please remember me! For It been years since gone and We never got a long. we were both too young to know so if You would remember me in your Prays and I will always be there!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Please? Hear Me.

Been in this place for so long
And you don't, t too play along
Have to find away out. I free
I'm, in a void with no way out
Hope you can hear me. Because
I'm down and hear
Me please! ! And I, ll, be fine today.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Put Your On The Line?

Are you putting your on the line? Just to what you can fine. You think it worth the find. maybe you can find another heart. Another love? Becareful be strong. It the only one you have!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Quiet Day

So quiet you can hear your heart beat
Peaceful you can think about remember the past
Look forward to thing to come...! v better, more
Then we know. only time will tell!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Rainbows And Puppy Dog Tails

When we let our minds wonder
Where do they go? Thinking
Of love, things like traveling
Seeing rainbows in the mountains
Over oceans. yes, dream and
Old memory will put you there

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Remember Those! !

Remember those who have nothing
And help. Them. Remember those who are sick and visit them
Remember those who were kind to you. And so do the same
For them remember those in need. For you might be!
Just, remember who you are. You can do so much. If
You only remember! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Running!

We always running run to
Work. Run though lunch. Run
To get time for
Anything. everthing is
Running
Will this end? Will it end!
Put on the breaks! Look around
Spend time with love ones, friend
And yourself find the time or
Wind up with nothing! !!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Sad News

Sad today a friend of mine die. Bad news everywhere
Don't know where to go! Times will get s
Have to to change it will with god help, one day at a time.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Saying Goodbye To All

One by one are leaving before
Long we all begone so
While we can we say goodbye to all
Maybe we meet, again sayings Goodbye to all

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
See And Taste Goodness Of God.!

With all we see, all we taste, all we
Ever had or will have comes from our father
Our GOD and friend. Before we was even born
He was there. so let us give our love, respecte
Give him everything we have to do his will. For
It was his from the beginning!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
See How Far We Gone!

Over the years we
Learn to be better
And when look back
We see we have gone
Far we learn not
To get mad at every
Thing comes by our
Faith has got stronger
We are more faithful
Let us keep what we know
Is true. Keep the true
Faith!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
See You Around! Love

You left me a note
And all it said was around. What that mean
I do not know. It just said see
You around. So I guess you are around
Downtown. And I might have to
Go looking around, and go where
You are found.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Seeing Your Wonders

Seeing the sunrise, a waterfall, the stars
In heaven the wonders you gave us beginning
A new ever day giving you the glory the honor
You give thanks to you Jehovah God
May you live forever. for your wonder acts of Kindness seeing your wonders fills our heart.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Send Me Your Love.

It been awhile since I
Seen you and ask what I
Need? I told you to send
Me your me you
Care and let me you that
You always be there so send
me your love. And I will
Always be here

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Share The Love

we live in a world where verry little love is found. you cry where the love? do you know? shall we look where love began. from Jehovah himself it come. so share the love while we can. it came from hi. but up to us to share while wecan it not hatrd. just open youir heart from the start i know it a art. so share the love, hope goodness it up to us

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
She Waits.

She wait for her love near the window.
Though she know he gone to rested.
She still wait for love him
For so long. she forgets how long
And really doesn't matter... for she knows
He will rise and they will be there for
One another forever... still she waits

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
She Was So Young!

In the old day he was so young so pure, in those days
She was ageless. it would make you proud to be with
Her. Where did she gone. Life has taken away so! Much
But don't get me wrong she stil. As pretty ... now as
Before. But she was so young

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Should Have Been There!

What can I say? I should been there! I fail in many way. things I could, ve said, doe. But was always on the Run.. Got nothing done. But life goes on. buthat have done.I left hanging, all all lone at times. They said I did my best now left it rest But late at night you come to mind telling, asking me why I ran away now it can, t be undone! So live with it if you can! Should been right to the end.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Show Me The Way!

Please show me the way
to Walk been walking your
Way for year I call
on you my God. Jehovah
Lead me to a better place
to a land of rest, peace

and lead
Me my God lead me! Show me
The way

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Snow. Blues

When it snows you can’t go
Out you’re stuck inside. without
a doubt, so keep in mind this too
Will end. and warm
be your friend

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
So Many Friends

I

So many friends I have in my life
One can only Jehovah GOD
Knowing that it from him we have so many
One day I would like! to meet them all
Till then I love me you all!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
So What Now!

We been Friends forever? But don't know
So what now  you and I been through a lot
But not together  we friends and stranger
So what now.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
So, You Don't Believe In In God! ! !

So, you don't believe in God
Why, because you can't see him? ?
Do you believe in air? ? It there!
You can't see it, but it, s keeping
You a lot we can't see
But does that mean it NOT there? Go on
Don't believe that you, re choice.. But
The almighty believes in his
Name is one keeping you
Alive. Think about that!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
So? You Thin K. You Know Me!

I saw you. Yesterday it
Been years. Since, we
Seen each other, you said
I'm the Same. I don't. Think
So. I wasn't young not knowing
Right or wrong. Well I know more
Now. Than we all
Grown a little, I hope! So what
You knew that is different that now

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Sometimes It Good To Be Alone!

Life is busy and have it with other
There no time for peace in the night
So time alone seen alright. There no
one to bother your night, your mind
is clear to see you here, so sometimes
It better to be alone!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Speak. And I'll Listen

Speak let me know your
Heart and I, I'll listen to whatever
you have on your heart how long
As it's mine and
I'm not going anywhere. I'm. Yours
For as long as you. Need me for we are
One.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Stand By The Truth!

The truth in you. You got to find it. Ask questions get facts then when you fine it from above you better keep it. Hold on to ! live your it depend on it. Stand by it. Keep it in your heart. May Jah bless You if you do!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Stay In Your Path

Stay in your path
We must keep our path
Straight it will
Lead you to your
Goal. We will find
Our way for good day

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Stay There!

In the light I see
You. Coming out of the darkest
Your beauty is beyond. Anything
You, re light blinds great
Links I never find anyone as
Beautiful as you. So stay there
In the light. For! You are mine.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Staying Free

Keep one free from trouble. Trying to stay awake with the problem
Around us. Keeping oneself from harm. Stay the routine. We set for self till what
we hope for! Hard to do, yes but not impossible! Just to what we can! Never give
up, give in, give out, stay focused

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Still In Love.

They are still in love after it was for
62 years look
at one another like they first
Met knowing it was for lifetime
may you be bless like them

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Still Missing You

It getting toward that day I can't forget the day you
Left us the day we can't. Forget three years it been
And my heart still breaks a longing to see you! life and
Death pulling me in two different ways I know you're not!
Pain. Sleeping. Though the night waiting to be awoken
To be sound in mind. See your love one's again.
May I be there with you. Rest well
rest well

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Stillalone

As I go through this g. find someone
Only to find no one so dear. So old and alone
But I must remind myself. that I'm not alone.
For Jehovah god is always with me.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Storms

In our lives we go
Though so many storm.
Loss of a love one is
The hardness you know
You will see them again!
You have to stay faithful!
But you missed them now.
And the loneliness is
the storm! We must keep
This in mind like all
storms they will end! !
And so will this

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Storms Of My Mind

The storms in my mind
Where to they come from
Wouldn't let me sleep, Won't
Let me rest why to they come
And last maybe one day
They will! Till then they
Will Rome my mind.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Summer. Storms

Summer storms how strong as they
Are. Can, compare to you gor? You are mighty
Than they are. It here nothing compared
Wi th these storm fraiding as they are!
Are only a spark in your d your
Power and might.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Thank Jehovah' Everyday

Thank Jehovah evey. Day for he. Is. Goof. He give us what we need Hr. Give us. Life He love us and care for us
He will never leave us He been there always. forever
He will be

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Thank You For Your Help!

thank you for your help
In showing you care.
Being there no what
May happen May I always
Be there for you again
Thanks for being there.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Thanks

Thank for all you done. Thanks for the love. Thanks for the care you show thanks for being there, that very rare. thanks for the help you give to all who wants it. We share your love for all who thanks aging the for being you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Water Won't Flow Iand Dam Wont Break.

The water won't flow and dam wouldn't
Break. and no one will go don't the lake
Because there no where to take a break
So you run around until it late, because
The water won't flow and the dam won't break?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Big Valley

I was on a mountain top
Looking down and the biggest
Valley I ever was as deep as long
You could see forever. In my mind this
View I shall never forget that valley
In ains. I call home

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Dance

Why is it while dating it like a dance we wait for the other one to mess ask for ways to leave the dance it a game to those to find fault, to. Nick pick the other mate. In the end the dance. Only. To be going aging. why we never know!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Day Is Done

Has we won't down. We come to the end
Of another day to
Think back to what we have done!
May we always look for the good
That we find at the end of the day!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Day Will Come!

The day will come
When I will take your
Hand and we will walk
Together. We will built
A home for ay
We will be and
Methe day will come! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The greatest sin ever! Was man turning
Their backs on GOD. To think they could
Do better. which they can'ah God
Could do much better. For those who obey
Him and dose his will.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Lady Of Mine

There was a lady i know, she was kind from the pine. she took me in when i was weak and give me care when i was bare. when no other would have dare. she show me everthing in her care show what life and it wasn't fair she taught me good from the bad, but the love she had made me glad. nw here i am with the memories i have and visit her and make her glad wish could trade of this fate. i love still for what we had i love you mom from the heart and wish we wouldn't have this part one day this all be gone and them we can face the dawn.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Lake

The lake I remember well,
Where You and I uses to walk
Where we take about things
to come. To go back, one
Thing we can't do. But I
Will remember those days
Well. and always will.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Letter

I wrote you a letter.
Just to show I care hope
You, re still doing good
you been there for me. There
No words to tell you how much
I really care so I do my best and
Hope you understand. what I’m
Try to say. So till next time and
another day.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Life We Have.

the we have should be glad. then why are we sad in this life i know it not easy. but it all we got so don, t said a lot. but there a word that comes GOD above. and his name is Jehovah. here be a day where we can work and play and worship in every way so don, t say a lot for he will give a pretty lot he already us life love that comes from above.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Lion

It's on the move it
Hungary. what is I
The lion. it wants
You. Its a killer of
Your spirit. You know
Who he is. he the
Devil. And he wants
You

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Loner.

The one who wake alone
The one who try but
doesn't find
Anything from one to
Another doom to walk alone
Maybe one day but not today

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Long Way. Home

Going this way for long
Thinking thing to come
Wishing hoping? This
Will be the last mile
But it not up to
Me. It up to the one
Sending this
A lot more needs to be
Done! ! So i, I'm stay on
This road to the Finnish
So here I go. Onward till
The end! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Lost One

There someone who lost their way.
They called is one the lost ne
Who rather be lost to walk about
Alone then to ask for help. to
Go àround like a blind person.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Love I Have!

The love I Have is a burden it's
Hurt to thinking about it. It's no longer useful.
But I keep hanging on to it. Why do I keep it this
Love of mine. The love I have? It will be the death of Me!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Man Outside

The man outside. is wasting away but the
Man inside is getting stronger by faith
We have to keep our faith alive no matter
what we can't go on without it. our faith in Jehovah God
And his son Jesus Christ. Who give his life for you and me
So the outside falling apart! It what inside that count

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Moon And Sun.

They make a pretty pair. they chasing one another though out time trying to caught one another but never will! They have their own path. They see each other now and then. but lose each other in the end ...playing tag you see. always running forever in the sea of space.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Night Will End

As we go though the night
It will get darker before
It done. But know this the
Night will end. When we face
The sun. The light of God
Will shine brightly.

And the light of day, we
Will walk. Praise Jehovah
Forever and ever.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Old Man On The Beach

As the old man looking out
On the wave's. He see
His life goes by.
He was young. when he was
In love, he walks alone waiting
For the next. Thing to happened
Sits down with onehe loved
Wondering what she thinking. Hope
She, s happy and he smile. Because
He bless...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Older You Are, The Younger. You Look!

There are some that never aged and
You my dear Are one of them your
Beauty is timeless. you not only
Outside. But also inside. so know this
My dear. You will always be dear
To me!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
I'm sad today, for we had to leave someone behind. After all that could, should been done the end was was the same! ! !It a shame but we must go on!! For she at rest. Some day she will awake and see a new world for shall miss her take lot!! To no ends!! ! But life doesn't stop!! ! ? Time marchson. To my. Sister in law. May you rest in peace

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Rebirth

It been 4 yrs since the tree die and the sun stay ...others wanted
to it down, but the sun wouldn't let them. The sun wept over it! The htear fell on
the tree and it started to come back! And it kept growing and the rejoices over it.
The sun stay and never lett it again

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The River Of Life.

this river i, m on seen like it, goesbon and on. where does it go. no one knows
some tit fast sometimes it slow and it goes two diffrent wat the river take from
being young to a place of ages as we go down this river we see our friends few
and fewer. then at the end (for now) it ends like it beginging. in darkest we go
for a nap hopely short nap and wait on God time to start again

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Road I, Am On.
	his road i, m is long. been on it many years seen  a lot happen good & bad. but
the good most of the times win all this is the road that was given me. from
birth. and i, m for the most part glad to walk it on the way to what ever it gose.
i, ll be there. may my god JEHovah  lead the way.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Rose

If you look at a rose
You see it beauty and how
Fragile it is. like life
It, s the samebeautiful
Fragile and for some short
Like the rose not a long life
So, enjoy both. as long as you
Can

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Song Never Sung.

There are songs that been sung. play that took place. but there one song. That would, t be sung a love song that no one will sing. you left there before it was done. You had fun. Under the sun! Yes that. One song that never be. Sung!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Sun And The Tree

there was a dark forest darker there anyone had seen. there was one tree stand out from the rest. the was taller than the other. and the sun saw it and fell in love wither it it came near it and kept it warm and the tree grew stonger and healthy and it had love for the sun and many years went untill oner day the sun felt it was taken for granted and left the tree and the tree felt colder then before, and the tree cry out for the sun. but the sun did, t come. and tree was in pain and it cry out like it was going die and the sun took pitty for it, but by the time it got back all the could do was to kept the tree warm and comfort. for the tree was dying for lack of sad to say it die. but at least it was, t alone

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Sun Will Shine!

The sun will shine no matter what. In the darkest part of your life, don't be afraid, for sun will shine It will warm your heart and soul and you go on no matter what you are no alone ...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Times Are Changing!

The times are changing! What we uses
do we don't anymore we get e mail instead
Mail we write on tablets instead of paper
Yes my friend we live in a other world.
Hang in there these times their changing

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Tree And The Lake

There was a tree that was in the middle of the Lake and it was all alone and all the other trees Made fun of it because it old and alone, and Weak still it was happy, because it was loved by the lake who kept it warm. then a Storm Came up and the other tree could not stand up and Was swept away, only the tree in the middle of The stand firm. because it was safe in the lake

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Two Road. Are You On The Right One?

Two road to go. Oneishard to travel. and
One is easy.. the hard few take and easy
Moretake where to they go. To you cars
Or to you care. Do you take the. Dare. One is life
One is death hope. You. Choice the right one.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Way You Look!

When you come
Into a room,
Your style.
I took notice
Right away you
Were the one for me Our eyes lock thank
You. For coming In
My life may we never
Part. Always together.
Forever. Mine, , ...!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Winds Of Life

As we go through the life.
We face the winds of life,
It blowsustogtherfor
Awhile we become friends
But then the same winds that
Blew togetherwill blows us
Apart but. Our memory's are
There forever. Then we meet
Other as we go. We don't know where
The winds of life will take us. May you
Always finds peace

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The. Old. Man

The old man down the, t hear at all no one why or cares. Just
Go his own way. where he goes what he does he keep to himself! Every one
looks
after him I sure. he waves to everyone who walk by. eats out when can.
Just a nice they said. Just stay to himself as years go by.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
The Last Leaf To Go

To be the leaf. The
Last one hanging on
For so long then to
Fall off. To the unknown
Not knowing what will happen

To float down to the ground
There to be picked up and
Kept or the to the ground
Time will tell...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Then. Pain Of Love.

You want to find love.
you willing to paid the cost
Are you ready to feel the pain of it
If it goes bad. Watching her walk away
Leaving you holdingit in you. Burning inside
You. Wanting to die. But can't no one cares
Hi walk away leaving youwith
Make can face might happening! ! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
There was a man who Was, t there. Had a wife. Who did, t care! Had a boy who. Wasnt aware. Had a dog you had to. Beware!
He came home one night and. They all die from the fright! Except the Man who was, t there

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
There Come A Time.

There comes a time for
Making time. Spending my time
With you in 't wait to see you
Back when you was mine don't tell me
You, re out of rhymes and don't have
Time to make you mine. For there alway
Come a time to spent time. Bending minds!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
There Got To A Way Out!

There got to be a way out, mind and heart are one. Where we Are I do not know over rivers and snow we got to fine a Way to go, there got to be Somewhere to go.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
There Never Be Another You

There will never be another you.
I could. Look the world over, and you're
The only one who is true. Sweet and
kind there will beget be another you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
There You Find Love

When looking for real love.  
Look at those taking the lead  
Our brother in faith. Those  
Who watching over us . pray  
for them. For we are one.  
Love one another as well  
For we are one. Love Jehovah  
For he is one Jehovah and only  
One. For he is true love!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
They Came From. Nowhere!

Who are these ones  
They have no past? They  
Are just here looking  
For a way to fit in somewhere  
Hoping to not. Standing out!  
J want to be alone.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Things Will Change!

With all the things we been though
You think will last forever. Know th
It won' will will
End. It will be better. Just hang on
A little longer and it be fine for us.
If you keep in mind our God Jehovah is
The one who will change things for the better.
Thing will change, hang in!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Thinking Of You!

ThInking of you our time together
Thanks to you, I'm a better, maybe
More wiser man. You give me more
Than you know may you rest well!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Thinking Of You.

Looking back you on
My mind. Thinking of
Better times wishing
Things could have been
Another way. Wondering
How you are doing. Maybe
One day, maybe one day!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Through The Tree And Over. The Gate

Thru the trees and over the gate
You be along and don't be late
There I waiting. wouldn't that
talk about thing we can relate
It time to live, our own way there no reason
We can't go where our love can grow.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Tie A Knot In It

Life is climbing a rope
at times you feel like your
Sliping down. If you do tie
a knot in it and hang on, till
The feeling goes away then and
only then keep going. Make it
to the top.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Til the rivers end we will alway be friend. Till time stop you will always be in my thought. Let the those have their doubt. We be friend s there no doubt!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Till The Day Rise.

we live i this darkest seesn like it never going. we tell all about light that forever will be bright. it comming can, t you see. it will sens tobe slow at the beginging but it moving will be here, at last. astthis darkest goes we said goodbye to all our woe. because of this sureAND BRIGHT DOESN, T COME FROM MAN. But this light isn, t frome man. but it from Jehovah our God he will make it strong

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Time Gone By! ! Li

when I was I see things wish I could undo.
When I was crazy and thought I knew everything
Anything wishing things wishing thing wouldn't rush by
Like they did.... So I say goodbye to the
Years went bye bye to them all........

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Time Is Flying Along!

As we get older. Time toys
By once we 20, then 40 then 60
We look back and wonder where
Did it go. Gone are the days
Of our young. But we have a hope
Of getting. Younger and that
Day will

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Time To Call It A Night

Time To call it a night
When there nothing to
Do and no way to go
Out of money and friends
a time to rest from
Day of going about.
Relax sleep well
My friend tomorrow.
Another day, SLeep well!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Time To Move On!

Time to move on meet new friends
Do new ber me when
I go. Give mine to all

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Time To Wake Up

Time to wake up. Time to take care. The sign of the times are here look around and see what had been done. We see all there some Yet to see! So it time to stay awake until all is done

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
To Be Young Again

To be young again
To find things easier
To to run like never before
To be able to work and fix
Things. Without help. Yes to
Be young again. this is not a
Dream

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
To Live Forever.!

To live forever never to die
To live without pain sickness
To live thousands of years forever
and ever amen!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
To The Rivers And The Bends

To the river and the bends. will you always be my friend
Or will everything' come to a endwe been riding this
So long.I can, t remembers where we belong, but I
hope you come along though the rivers and the bends
Will we always. Win or will
It always have to end

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
To The Waters Let Us G

To waters let us go back
To the years in Mexico wish
To heaven I could go
But I only made to texago
So remember no mater
Where you go. And I be there
Toe to toe so to the waters let go!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Too Deep

All I wanted was a friend
Some one to talk to. but
out of that I found more that I
Wanted this love got too deep
Too fast! Wasn't readily for this
I paid the price I lost her, I will
Remember this always.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Too Far. To Go

I want to see you. But you say. It too far.
You tell me you love me! ! ! but you don't want to go
The distance. so DON'T. Tell you love or care for
Meif. You never herebecause. They, re only Words!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Trouble Times

We living in trouble times
Hard to live with! It time
To look toward Jehovah GOD
For help in our lives for
He will help us make thru
If we ask! Yes there trouble
Times for all.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
True Friends

if you have true friend, they like next in kin. they why they said hi. to is end. we can tell your end. if you need help. they don, t walk away. they to help when they can i hope you see what to tell. if you have. there is no ernd. they closer than is not always right. there time you have to be wise. and not let thngs go untie. to is end. stay as friends

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Trying To Find Myself

I don't know who I'm
Got to see where I've
Been try to defend who
I'm but know where to
began. Hope you can find
a way to an end just trying
Find myself again

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Trying to Find A Reason To Stay!

Please don't keep me At bay, I'm just trying to find a reason to stay
Not trying to run it so hard to say What on your mind
Please don't walk away
Am just trying to find
a reason to stay. Please
Give me. One

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Unwanted

The unwanted where are they
To go. Those without money
Home or unwanted
Unneeded. no where to go longing
To er if you will
Going to one place after another
Going nowhere. the unwanted.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Wait And See!

Wait and see what life is going
do this way with help from GOD
It will be better and frend!
Then it is now wait and see!
Clean water better 23
Will be there for all who cares

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Waiting For You!

I waiting on you to see what
You can find, is there something
That you haven't try. I been out
There and there nothing out there
To be found. Hope you doing better
time winding down and sometimes
Feel like a waiting
On you to come around! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Wake Me Up., In Paradise

Jehovah, I walk with you for many years. It been good. Walking Your ways But if I happened to Fall a sleep in death, please Wake me in Paradise. please let me Hear your son, s voice and let walk again in your light and your love, Amen

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Waking Up With you

When I think of  
The many time  
Waking up with  
You. The joy of  
Knowing how good  
Being with you.  
How could I told  
You. You always  
Be with me if only  
In n

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Walk In The Way

We all walk in many way. But the way is with Jehovah god this is he true way. the only way! With the help of his son, showing us the way. it up to us to keep to the road we are on. So which way will you walk? It up to you!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Walking In The Sunshine

Walking? In the sunshine
Drinking all the moonshine
I won, g talk to you any more
Because you walking in the she
Taking in moonshine in the
Summertime I won, g go there
Any more!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Walking With You In Mind.

Walking along there you are. In part of my mind
Walking in and out.. not knowing when you, you
Be there. Sometimes I laugh sometimes I cry. not knowing
Why thanks for coming by. Hope you, all come back soon!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Walking. Alone

I walk alone, no one there. Life walk is with one self. 
It start with one and ends with one. with
you can only. Hope to find one on the way but
In the end stand alone

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Wanting A Cup Of Coffee

pour me a cup of coffee i need ome so bad pour a cup of coffee and i be ever soo good. i liKe the taste and boldest so pour me a cup of coffee
and, ll be on my
way

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
We Apart For Solong

We 'so long..Some times I forgetswhatYou look like, the sun in yourHair .The
ways you lookand smell like roses
Ian's dew. Your Madeira my heart rejoices
Even now mu remember draw me back
To you in my dreamsyou will be. One day
We be together

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
We Different I Know!

owe different I know we came from
Two different places. But we are the same
You are my sister in truth, in faith we walk the
We are in the brotherhood of man
And with
Brotherly love, I will love you!Alwkays

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
We Have To Hang On!

We have to hang on times
Will get tough. We go through
It. it at the end that matters
You will a good life, a better
One! No more sickness sorrow, or
Death. grow our own food, build
Housing for our self it will be
grand. So, hang on for a better
Life! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
We Must Trust!

We must trustin Jehovah and his son Jesus. they tell
Us Better Days will come and will stay. This is true
And all we have to do is trust in both of them. for they

Will not lie nor mislead we must believe and that.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Am. I,

What am I, that you should care. Who
Am I that you should worry about.
Dust I. Was and duit, s what, s
In the middle that counts I
Try to be a good man. But am I
Can you any good I. Me. If you can
Come join Me and we live as one

But if not I bid you goodbye

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Do You See?

When you see me, what do you see? do you see a man, a boy. What?
here is your mind intime, has it gone back, is it here and now. no one know but
you and you can, t tell me. maybe one day you will. but at least you, re here.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Good Are You?

You try to do your best.
But it not so you keep trying
Till you get it right. So what good
Are you, I, I'll tell ya. To God, you
are good, , , remember that.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Is Love?

what is love, what dose it measn. if you fall in love can youi fall out of it can any one love 4 ever. there many kind of love, is it that it that big of a deal could you die from a lack of it, . so tell me please! what is love

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Make You, You?

Just think if grandmother married bob
Instead jim? Of great great grand pa
Died before having children? We would
Not be! DNA makes who we are! We are
Produce of our past. one wrong step
And poof. we someone else.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Will Come Ahead?

What laids ahead will be beautiful beyond word what we are told will happen it was Told by GOD himself. It will come true No more badness. Only good and peace So have faith.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Do We Cry?

when do we cry? when do we sigh? should we even said why. i never wil see you girl, and i don't know what to do Should i try to get back with you. life is short and so am i. can i said i, m in love with you? so please tell me when should we cry and when should we sigh before we die

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Does Love Turn To Hate?

She does love to hate?
When do you see your love
As your foe? How to you just
Turn away? The fact that you don't
Want the person. you can't stand
The person no more. But love is forever
So. Again when does love turn to hate?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Dose Lonelinesses Die?

It been a lone time, at night keeps
Me up. when dose it die? Go away
Loneliness never dies it stay with
Sometimes till you die! Or prehap
You met up with someone dear.....
Maybe then it will die.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Dose Love Start

When did love first began? when dose ever end. we do we all in how long doser last? that depends on how you treated it. ome last 63 yr an some will ene up dying tears. so i say and so it might. when will the love story truly end? it up to you my dear friend!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Get Older?

The older we get, we get less and
Less visitor they say we will see you later
You know it more when we feel like it.
Don't get me. Wrong they busy. Thing to do places to go
So we wait and wait. In the back of mind
They be like us. One day. And you smile.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When It Hurts

When it hurts my Heart
I have to go on
No matter how far
No matter what happen
Thru the pain and sadness
When it hurts it be better one day!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Love Beginning

When you started feeling something for
Someone close to you! When you long for
that one. Then there where love starts
The feeling that never goes away!
Enjoy it let embrace the love beginning

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Will These Things End.

Jehovah I know you to be
A righteous mercy
Have no end we Prey to
You for understanding and kindest
And we know you will tell us at
Your due time
But
Please help to understand to bear these thing we go thru
When willingness thing take place

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
When Will This Night End?

It seems like this night
Will never end. whenever minutes
Turn to hours. hours to years
This night isn't 12 hour but year
As one put it what of the night
But take heart my friend. For a new
Day will come when our love ones
Will awaken. And they see a brighter
Day

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Whenever You Need Help! Be There!

If you need help I
Be I
Can be at you, re service
Let me know! For you been
With me for so Long, whenever
You need help I, I'll be there

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where The Fun In Getting Old

When I was young they said to do your work. When you're old there be time for fun. So years go by till time come when you suppose to have fun under sun! Then find nothing work your knees when it rains. Your hand looks like frying pan. Your heart racing way too fast and. Everything else, have to pass. So. Where the fun. When everything don't even run! So do your work while you can. But have some fun while you can!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where Did I Go Wrong, My Dear

I wonder where did I go wrong
You I said nothing wrong you
Yet I feel you think I
Did! so let where
Did I go wrong? I don't
Want to see yourlight!
My dear

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where did we go wrong? Where did we Fail? We let too many. People tell Us what to do and in the end nothing Worked, we walk away with anything Now you, re over there and I'm here But don't feel bad. For one you find Someone one, and I'll feel happy for You. But i, 'll go my way. Alone but Happy. I guess it have to be, but I Love you and always will......

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where Do We Go From. Here?

We seem to go around and around
Not getting.. any where you want
To go your own way. Are we together
or not? Don't tell me one thing and
Do another! I try to keep up but it to
Do at this rate. so please tell
Me where do we go from here? ??

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where Does Friendship Go To Die?

Friendship are like everything else,
It needs Care..But if don't care
It does but where to friendships go
What wrong with this! !The sad but
True matter, Is. No one cares. It just as
A rose just faded away. Sad.!!!!!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Where I Can't Find. You

Let me go some where , where I can't find you
Where I can't see you. You Brook my
It can't heal. Seeing you day after day. I can't go
On. So let me be. I have to find some where I can't find you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Which Way Shall We Go?

in this life don’ t always know which way to go you want this way and life sometimes gose the other way. sooooooooooooooo which way to go to you follow the river or do you try to go your way . so i asked againg which way will you go? it up to you.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
What Do You See When Looking At Me

I SIT LOOKING AT PASSER BY AND WONDER WHAT DO THEY SEE TO THY A MAN IN CHAIR. DO THEY SEE A CHAIR ONLY. what do they see a friend a man a bum? do they see any thing at all. i, m a man with feeling, monroies, lovs sweert & bitter. i have faith in Jehovah God. when you see me what do you see

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Who Am I?

who am I, to ask you for anything?
For I am dust, I am nothing in the
middle of the brotherhood. For a like a dog
Begging. For. Your attention. For your love
Jehovah you are my. God to
Time, time and half of time even forever
So please hear my prays for. You are my GOD

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Who Comes First?

What come first in your life?  
Money, power relationships?  
Who will you love more! Should  
It not be our god Jehovah the  
One who give us life through his  
Son. it should be! ! , shouldn't it?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Who Will You Choice Man Or God?

Men are telling you only men can
Rule over man. we don't need God
to tell us what to do! is that true
Look what man have done with their
wars and bombs. we need. A ruler that
Will rule without hate different bread
But with true values there one can do
That Jehovah GOD. Men can not rule over
Man doesn't work. Not now or ever

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Are We Here?

why are we here? why do we care we must know if we can only share. life is too short do wonder why. it to worship our God. that keep us alive. but who is your god you say. that your choice and choose now. but mine will always be Jehovah this is my choice!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Are You Angey At Me, Li

Why are you angry at me,
Where dose just angry
Get started. May you forgive
Me, if you can if. not I upstand
Maybe one day you be able to

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Are You So Cold

Why are you so cold? Where did we go wrong? I
Thought we had an lifetimes together! But
All gone bad life is of choices we make
every day of our life so where are woel today
Had it so good and we lost it some how. So
Why are you so cold?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Cant You Be There

Why cant you be there?
Where we'll can live without
Air. And you look so fair. Just
Let me know why, you think
Better than I for this, I ask
Why cant you be there. and
I dont have a prayed.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Don't You Go Away? ? ?

Why do you come again
I told you not to come
I don't want you here
There nothing for here
I want you do go away
And stay away cant you
See that idon't love
You nowso don't come
Again because I won't let
You in. Just go. away! ! ! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Have You Turn Away? ? ?

I was walking down the street
You was standing there. And
Turn away. why you turn away
I don't I ask you
And you never why did
You turn away. I can't live this
Way. so I must go on and try
My best. for another day. Knowing
You won't be there. You just be on
Your way! ! !

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why The Hate?

Ever wonder why there so much hate In the world? Why can't we Get along. races hate. Hate hate that all! The only thing in the world. No I won't hate It got to stop here one person that what it takes With Jehovah help.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why Worry!

You need not worry. Because
All. You getis lines, the more
You worry more line sodon't
Worry about. Worrying!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Why?

why do we cry when we are happy, why do we sigh? wy to we want what cant
have? why can, t be happy what we do have? we can say why all day long  and
no one knows. but have you Ever wonder WHY?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Will You Walk In My Shoes

They said I no good.
That I don't have a reason
Don't belong here. I say
Will your walk in my shoe
See what I seen walk the way I walk
Then you will know and understand

So will walk in my shoe?.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Winds Of The Easts

Can you hear it
The winds of the east
Are blowing. Wind so hard
It puts fear up your spine the
easesthe blow
Hard and longcan't you
Hear! are you deaf they
A coming the winds of the
Eases.... They, re a comming! , , , ,
Do you hear.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Write When You Can!

Seen so long since you been here.  
Hope we are still write  
When can. I don't want this to end.  
Like to see you again. So write when you  
Can!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Writing You A Letter

I writing you a letter telling you I'm fine. but sometimes can't take a ing of y9u ... make me smile trying to find out if you're fine as wine. seeing your photographs make me glad you're in my life. That all for now I give you my best for that all I got.....

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
Worlds. Apart

Although we different in many way our
Soul want to be
different
Worlds we are. Dip from the milky way
We come together as one.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Are Always There! !

I'm awake you are there. When I'm
Asleep you, re there filling my dreams
When I eating you are with me. So
where can I go That you, re there.
Missing you maybe. Needing you
Always! ! ! If I. date I see you!
Love you my dear always......

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Are My Light.

You are my light. You the one I hope be with one day
Hope to see you in my dreams. because your dear to
Me. time will tell. till then will see you one day
May Jah be with you! Always.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Are No Where To Be Found!

The cat in the meldow and dog in
The pound and you are no where to be found
I'm at home I can't get around! The babay
Is seeping sound. But you are no where
to be found and i can't make a sound.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Been There For So Long

You been there for so
Long. Wonder why we didn't
Get along. When you were
Up, I was Down. you think
We were clowns. Now I see
In our  we were
There all along. So take care
And be strong. then we will
Forever get along.
One. All a long. so take
Your time and be strong

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Cant See That. Far

We said we could see forever,
We met, but latey it seem
That you cant see that far
You lost some of your love
Your vision. Wheredid
We go wrong... Can we
Fix... If not whywe need
One another... But you cant
See forever...can ya! , , ,

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Have X Ray Eyes

You got x ray eyes and you
Can see all my lies and there
no where to hide. so I have
to be by your side, hope you
Find me in your eyes. because
Your the one I want to find
and there no one like you to find

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Know You, Re Getting Old

You know you, re getting old! .
When they act lil you not there!
When you. You, re talking and
They walk away leaving you
Still to! I guess it just my
Turn.. We all willl. Go thru that! !
One day.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Make Smile!

Thinking of you wish I
Could be with you makes
Me smile just knowing you
Makes happy. If that's
All I can think of you
Then know this, you
Make me smile!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Never Know?

You never know how it going
Go when love show. You have
Find the a way to find time
And you don't have a dog gone
Dime here today, gone tomorrow
So find the place to tie the
Vine. So you know where it will go?

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Openmy Eyes!

I walk around With closed eyes
Like a new born baby with water. In
Their eyes. I ran you today
And you open my eyes, all the same
May you keep
Mel just the same. Cause you, re the only
One. Who open my eyes.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Walk Thru The Night.

You walk thru the night
In my dream you come in
You talk to me telling what you
Want me to hear. this will be
Alright you tell only good thing
I hear only your voice no other
Please keep talking. Come back whenever
You can. I be waiting!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Were There!

Through it all there was you. Even when I was a fool... you could have left. but you didn't
You stay for it all. You show me love, when I Fall. thank you being there large and small...

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You Will Never Understand!

I try to tell how I
Feel, you nenever
Understand how much I. Care
and needed you. I given you
My all, andyou give it back.
So why can't you just understand.
Hopefully you will.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You, Still With Me

You been in my life for Long. you been like a Sister to me we laugh and cry together your Pain was mine. When you left us it put a hole in my heart you Will not be forgotten Forever in my heart you ; you will stay! ! ! My dear!

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You're  Up There With No Air

You up there higher than air
Got no one to be up there. you up there
With no air how can you find any one who cares
Maybe when you come down you come around.

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON
You were There, When I Need You!

When I was down, you was there
When I were blue you CareI
Wish, you mere here now. But
I known you can't always be there
But you were there when I needed you

DEAN WILLIAM JOHNSTON